
Get crafty!
Create a mask of your 
favourite animal with 

recycled materials

Bingo on the Wild Side!

Learn how our 
Binturongs thrive in 

the night at the 
Creatures of the 

Night show

Visit our panda family 
in Southeast 

Asia’s largest 
Giant Panda 

exhibit

Navigate the 
Leopard Trail and 

meet our new 
Indian Rhinos

Meet Buddy and 
friends at the 

Rainforest Kidzworld 
Amphitheatre show

Meet our 
giraffe family at 

Wild Africa at 
Singapore Zoo

Start recycling! 
Separate all 

recyclable items 
before emptying 

your thrash

Discover JBP’s 
egg-citing 

heritage at the 
egg-shaped JBP50 

Memories portal 
at Penguin Coast 

Embark on the 
Amazon River Quest* 
boat adventure with 

your family

Meet Canola and 
her family of 

manatees at the 
Amazon Flooded 

Forest

Spot our 
Singapore Zoo’s 
icon Ah Meng, at 
our Free Ranging 
Orangutan Island

Take a break from 
your adventure at 

Mama Panda Kitchen

Hop over to 
Rainforest Lumina 
and walk-through 

Singapore Zoo with 
our creature crew 

at night

Stop by 
Fragile 

Forest and 
look out for our 
resident sloths, 

Indigo and Bunny

Visit Breeding 
and Research 

Centre at JBP to 
see our newest 

baby chicks

Join Detective 
Blue and 
friends on 
a Wildlife 
Quest to 

rediscover JBP

Say No to disposable 
cutlery for your next 

takeaway meal!
Spot Nupela and 

Malolo, our mother 
and child Tree 
Kangaroos at 
Australasia 

Hop on Night 
Safari’s iconic tram 

and spot our 
animals under the 

moonlit sky  

Bring your own 
water bottle when 

you head out

*Additional charges apply’

Meet the Sunda Pangolin, 
an endangered native 

species, along the 
Fishing Cat Trail

Show us your 
coolest #JBP50 

pose with 
Singapore’s first 
30m man-made 
indoor waterfall 

Get an up-close 
view of the Indian 
gharials along the 

Ganges River 
exhibit

Deliveroo is the proud adopter of Malolo, our new tree kangaroo joey at Singapore Zoo. To celebrate this adoption, 
enjoy $5* off your next food order with Deliveroo when you use the code “SEPHOLWRS” during checkout!
*Terms & conditions apply.
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Take an insta-worthy 
photo along the 

boardwalk at the 
African Treetops

Virtually interact with 
our animals with Hello 
From The Wild Side*


